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MINUTES OF THE 35TH MEETING OF THE
ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON NUCLEAR WASTE
SEPTEMBER 27, 1991
BETHESDA, MARYLAND
The 35th meeting of the Advisory Committee on Nuclear Waste was
held Friday, September 27, 1991, at 7920 Norfolk Avenue, Bethesda,
Maryland.
Dr. Dade W. Moeller, Committee Chairman, convened the meeting at
8:30 a.m. and briefly reviewed the schedule for the meeting.
He
stated that the meeting was being conducted in conformance with the
Federal Advisory Committee Act. He announced that a transcript of
some open portions of the meeting was being made, and would be
available in the NRC Public Document Room at the Gelman Building,
2120 L Street, N.W., Washington, D. C. [Copies of the transcript
taken at this meeting may be purchased from Ann Riley & Associates,
Ltd., 1612 K Street, N.W., Washington, D. C. 20006.]
ACNW members, Drs. William J. Hinze, Dade W. Moeller, and Paul W.
Pomeroy were present. (For a list of attendees, see Appendix III.]
I.

CHAIRMAN'S REPORT (Open)

[Note: Mr. Richard K. Major was the Designated Federal Official
for this part of the meeting.]
Dr. Moeller identified a number of items that he believed to be of
interest to the Committee, including:
*

The Denver Post reported on August 21, 1991, that the
Commissioners of Moffat County, Colorado (located in the
northwest corner of the State) have expressed interest in
their county being the site for a Monitored Retrievable
Storage Facility for irradiated reactor fuel.

*

The House Energy and Commerce Committee is marking up
draft legislation that would empower the U.S. Department
of Energy (DOE) to study the suitability of Yucca
Mountain without obtaining environmental permits from the
State of Nevada.
The draft proposal also delinks
development of the MRS and the high-level radioactive
waste (HLW) repository, and lifts the 70,000 metric ton
limit.

*

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) staff has
concluded that there is a continued need for the Center
for Nuclear Waste Regulatory Analyses (CNWRA) and that
the performance of the CNWRA thus far has been satisfactory.
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In response to a petition from the citizens of Carlsbad,
New Mexico, tOE has agreed to fund the "Carlsbad Center
for Environmental Research" [the exact name has not been
determined] to provide an independent assessment of
public health and safety issues related to the Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP), including an independent
off-site environmental monitoring program. Dr. Donald
Fingleton, Director, has expressed an interest in
interacting with the Committee.

Dr. Moeller briefed the Committee on the following three recent
meetings.
*

[On Monday, September 9, 1991, Dr. Moeller, and Mr.
Raymond Fraley, Executive Director, ACNW, met with Mr.
Robert Bernero, Director, Office of Nuclear Material
Safety and Safeguards (NMSS), to discuss the project that
Chairman Selin has asked the Committee to undertake.
Subsequently, Dr. Moeller, Mr. Fraley, and Mr. Bernero,
joined by Ms. Carol Peabody and Mr. George Pangborn, met
with Chairman Selin.]
Dr. Moeller stated that the Committee is charged with the
review of the entire HLW challenge and the development of
a list of questions that need to be answered with a
schedule of when answers will be needed.
Dr. Moeller
observed that one question on the list might be, when is
the proper time to consider a second repository,
particularly when the inventory of radioactive material
expected to be placed in the first repository is already
approaching the limit.
Dr. Moeller suggested that, in addition to the source and
volume type questions, the Committee should consider
interim storage and the transportation requirements associated with interim storage. He used the Rancho Seco
Nuclear Power Plant experience with shipping casks as an
example.
In the final analyses, the Committee should
describe the components of the system and raise the
questions that need to be answered.
It is not in the
Committee's charge to determine who should provide the
answers.
Dr. Pomeroy observed that a full scale systems analysis
of a system this complex would take several years and
cost several million dollars. He pointed out that it is
very unlikely that this Committee could identify every
important question without conducting a full systems
analysis.
Dr. Moeller responded that it is very
important to define the level of detail to be sure that
the Committee does not go too deep.
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Dr. Hinze suggested that some rather focused questions
should be directed to the problems of decommissioning and
mixed waste.
Dr. Moeller reminded the Committee that Chairman Selin
had stated on several occasions, that the Committee
should do a very thorough job and not report back to the
Commission until the Committee is ready.
0

[On Wednesday, September 25, 1991, Dr. Moeller and Mr.
Giorgio Gnugnoli met with Dr. Frank Congel, Office of
Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR), for follow-up discussions on the questions that the ACNW had raised with
respect to the reporting of radionuclide releases from
commercial nuclear power plants.]

This meeting was a follow-up to ongoing discussions the
ACNW has had with Dr. Congel on the reporting of
radionuclide releases from commercial nuclear power
plants in the U.S.
Specifically, the Committee had
questioned the lack of reporting of any data on carbon14, and the apparent lack of any encouragement for the
utilities to use electronic systems for submitting these
data to the NRC.
Dr. Congel indicated that in response to the Committee's
questions, future NRC reports will include an acknowledgement that carbon-14 is being released, and that
utilities will be encouraged to use electronic systems
for reporting radionuclide release data.
In fact, he
indicated that inquiry had shown that many utilities
already store such data in an electronic format so such
reporting could be readily accomplished.
To further
encourage this approach, Dr. Congel indicated that it was
his plan to explore the development of generic software
that might be used by the commercial utilities in
preparing and submitting their data in a standard format.
On related items of interest to the Committee, Dr. Congel
indicated that the NRC staff would explore further the
technical details on charcoal adsorption at current
generation BWR commercial plants as well as investigate
plans for and the design of such systems for use in
advanced nuclear power plants.
Dr. Congel also provided information on Regulatory Guide
1.21 and its relation to Radiological Effluent Technical
Specifications. The meeting with Dr. Congel concluded
with a discussion of the roles of effluent versus
environmental monitoring as a means for assessing doses
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to the population.
*

(On September 25, 1991, Dr. Moeller, Dr. Richard Savio,
and Mr. Richard Major met individually with Commissioners
Forrest Remick and Kenneth Rogers.
Joining in the
meeting with Commissioner Remick was Mr. Regis Boyle;
joining in the meeting with Commissioner Rogers was Ms.
Susan Bilhorn.
The purpose of these meetings was to
bring the two Commissioners up-to-date on the latest
activities of the ACNW and to invite their suggestions
and comments on what the Committee is doing.]
Dr. Moeller listed the following items as the principal
topics that were discussed with the Commissioners:
-

Key observations from the joint Working Group
meeting on the Regulatory Guides being developed in
support of the implementation of 10 CFR Part 20
Systems analysis of the HLW disposal situation
(Chairman Selin's charge to ACNW)
Systems analysis of LLW management and disposal
Computer modeling and performance assessment
(Commissioner Roger's charge to ACNW)
ACNW comments on the six questions appended to the
proposed EPA standards (Working draft #3)

Dr. Moeller stated that both meetings were very beneficial and resulted in the exchange of much useful information.
He noted that Commissioner Rogers reminded the
Committee that a staff requirements memorandum (SRM) had
been sent to the LLW staff encouraging them to pursue
developments in computer modeling. He also stated that
he is interested in knowing what guidance the NRC staff
is providing to the states in this area. In this regard,
Dr. Pomeroy noted that a representative from the State of
Nebraska will be invited to discuss this issue during the
upcoming ACNW Working Group meeting.
Both Commissioners were interested in how the Committee
planned to respond to the request from Chairman Selin,
and they appreciated being provided background on the
situation that led to the development by the ACNW of an
independent set of responses to the six questions
appended to the proposed EPA standards. As a final item,
Dr. Moeller stated that Commissioner Remick had encouraged Committee members to describe ACNW work at
professional meetings, such as the Conference of State
Radiation Control Program Directors or the Low-Level
Waste Forum Quarterly meeting.
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MANAGEMENT AND DISPOSAL OF LOW-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTE

(Open)

[Note: Mr. Howard J. Larson was the Designated Federal Official
for this part of the meeting.]
Dr. Moeller reviewed a draft memorandum on this topic, the theme of
the draft being that the management and disposal of low-level
wastes must be addressed on a systems basis. It was noted that the
current proposal is that after the members have commented on the
draft memorandum, Mr. Larson will incorporate their comments, ask
the members to concur, and then discuss the revised draft with the
NMSS and Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research (RES) staffs.
Representatives from NMSS and RES will be invited to the November
meeting to discuss the Committee's proposed report.
Dr. Moeller proceeded through each item in the draft memorandum
with the members providing comments, as applicable. The need to
emphasize a systems approach was reviewed in detail and suggestions
were made as to what is the full range of components that should be
included in such an approach. The consideration of decommissioning
and the possible recycling of components were mentioned as elements
of a systems approach. Since it is anticipated that many topics or
categories could be listed, the identification and selection of
priorities was indicated as being of specific interest to the
Committee. This interest is to be relayed to the NRC staff so that
it can be addressed during the November meeting.
In terms of techniques for reducing the volumes of low-level waste
being generated, Committee members concluded that the provision of
guidance for non-power plant facilities would be of value.
In
terms of mishap reporting, members concluded that feedback from the
field as to how accepted waste forms were performing would also be
of value to those utilizing that particular waste form.
Biological treatment of radioactive wastes was also discussed. Mr.
Larson, noted that, while biodegradation of nuclear power plant
systems was of interest to the NRC staff, biological treatment of
low-level wastes was not. As a result, Mr. Larson plans to pursue
the issue of biological treatment with representatives of DOE and
the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI). Dr. Hinze noted that
the NFS Center of Excellence at Michigan State University is
conducting similar research and suggested that the Director of the
program be contacted.
The forthcoming review of Part 61 and NUREG-1200 during the 37th
ACNW meeting, November 20-22, 1991, was noted insofar as also
providing information relevant to the topics being discussed. The
members and ACNW staff discussed the questions that need to be
addressed by the NRC staff. Items of Committee interest included
reduction in waste generation, recycling practices, selection of
program priorities, reporting of mishaps, and topical report
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The review of staff low-level waste modeling and
activities.
performance assessment capabilities, scheduled for the 36th ACNW
meeting, was also noted as being pertinent.
Dr. Hinze questioned whether mixed waste also falls within this
topic and was informed that the issuance of further joint NRC-EPA
guidance documents and the completion of the mixed waste profile
would not be completed until next Spring. Therefore, the insertion
of specific mixed waste-type questions should be deferred.
III. REGULATORY GUIDES THAT IMPLEMENT THE REVISED 10 CFR PART 20.
STANDARDS FOR PROTECTION AGAINST RADIATION (Open)

(Note: Mr. Giorgio Gnugnoli was the Designated Federal Official for
this part of the meeting.]
Dr. Moeller requested that the first draft of the Committee's
letter be distributed to the members. He noted the presence of Mr.
Dr. Moeller conveyed to Mr. Peterson the
Harold Peterson, RES.
Committee's gratitude for his concise and very informative presentations during the Joint ACNW/Advisory Committee. on Reactor
Safeguards (ACRS) Working Group Meeting held on September 23-24,
1991.

Dr. Moeller requested Mr. Peterson to provide a short background
briefing for the benefit of the members (Drs. Hinze and Pomeroy)
Mr.
who were not present during the Working Group meeting.
Peterson briefly described the more significant revisions to 10 CFR
Part 20, noting the implementation date of January 1, 1993, for NRC
licensees. He addressed the function of the regulatory guides associated with this rule change as:
1.

Providing additional explanation beyond that given in the
revised rule.

2.

Specifying
acceptable scope, content and format for data
submission to the NRC.

3.

identifying acceptable methods for demonstrating compliance
with the revised rule.

Mr. Peterson reminded the Committee that the fundamental premise
for these guides is to avoid introducing any new regulatory burden
on the licensees, beyond that inherent in the revised rule.
Moreover, this would also preclude having to perform any separate,
additional value impact analysis (for each guide).
The value
impact already performed for 10 CFR Part 20 would be sufficient.
Mr. Peterson grouped the guides in the following manner:
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*

Existing guides that need to be updated to reflect the
revisions totthe rule (Guidance on Bioassay Measurements,
Recording and Reporting Exposure Data, etc.).

*

New guides to implement new provisions in Part 20
(Criteria for Summation of Internal and External Doses,
Dose to Embryo/Fetus, Planned Special Exposures, etc.).

*

Specific guides that apply to only one class of licensee
(Guidance to Nuclear Power Plant Licensees: Access
Control to High Radiation Areas; Revised Guidance for
Medical Users, etc.).

Mr. Peterson discussed their publication status, which ranged from
public release (Air Sampling) to those still undergoing division
level revisions.
The Committee members were curious about the
level of significance of comments received on these guides; i.e.,
editorial versus technical.
Some comments, such as those from
industry, suggested that some guides were not necessary.
Other
comments pointed out significant technical criticisms, such as in
the case of the air sampling guide.
In the discussions, the following points were of note:
*

*

The Committee praised the staff for its pioneering
approach for dealing with guidance for protection of the
embryo/fetus in lieu of any significant available
guidance or direction in this area.
However, the
Committee did note the legal and ethical complexities for
both the regulators and the industry, without clear
direction or consensus from the Committee on Biological
Effects of Atomic Radiation (BEIR), the International
Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP), the
National Council on Radiation Protection (NCRP), the
International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA).
The Committee praised the staff for encouraging the
implementation of electronic recording, reporting and
formatting procedures, whenever possible.

Dr. Moeller next discussed an approach for coordinating the joint
ACRS/ACNW response to the Executive Director for Operations (EDO).
Following the ACNW review and redraft of the letter to its satisfaction, it would be provided to the ACRS for their consideration.
Following Dr. Hinze's question, Dr. Moeller indicated that the
guides would be provided for comment and review to the Committees
again, after the public comments have been addressed.
The Committee reviewed the letter and made changes to it. Following the recess for lunch and incorporation of these changes, the
Committee voted the revised letter final.
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EPRI WORKSHOP - TECHNICAL BASIS FOR THE ENVIRONMENTAL PROTEC-

TION AGENCY'S HIGH-LEVEL WASTE DISPOSAL CRITERIA

(Open)

[Note: Mr. Richard Major was the Designated Federal Official for
this part of the meeting.]
Dr. Moeller requested that the members and staff who attended the
EPRI Workshop on September 24-26, 1991, in Arlington, Virginia,
share with the Committee their observations on the major issues
presented.
Dr. Hinze stated that the goal of the meeting was to reach a
consensus of thought on the EPA high-level waste requirements and
standards and particularly to look at the technical basis for the
standards. Dr. John Bartlett, OCRWM, DOE, delivered the luncheon
address at the EPRI Workshop. He stressed the importance of what
he called a seamless standard of regulations and implementation
requirements (the idea of a direct correlation between the EPA
Standard, Part 60, and its subsystem performance objectives).
Other positions taken by Dr. Bartlett included:
1.

Performance assessment for human intrusion should be separated
from that done for natural phenomena and evaluated in a
quantitative-deterministic manner.

2.

A generic-collective dose standard should be maintained

3.

The problem associated with the stringency of the EPA standard
can be solved by broadening the existing uncertainties. With
regard to human intrusion, no consensus was developed to
support a change in the current guidance for the EPA standard.

Dr. Pomeroy stated that his working group (composed mostly of
modelers) thought that an estimate should be made of the anticipated number of boreholes likely to be drilled per square
kilometer over the next 1,000 years and this estimate then be
incorporated into the performance assessment.
The same working
group wanted a precise definition of "reasonable assurance" and/or
"reasonable expectations."
The working group saw no reason to
change the carbon-14 standard although its release could use up the
allocation for other repository radionuclides. No convergence was
reached in this working group on whether the Drinking Water Act
standards should apply directly. Also, there was no convergence on
expanding the controlled area from 5 to 10 kilometers by defining
a 5 kilometer buffer zone just prior to the 4 millirem groundwater
restricted area.
There was much discussion on expert and qualitative judgment and
the promulgation of guidance by the implementing agency.
Dr.
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Robert Budnitz discussed the complementary cumulative release
limits that are related to the probability of meeting the 1,000deaths in 10,000 years criterion. Dr. Budnitz was asked what would
happen if one exceeded the radionuclide release limits of Table 1
but could demonstrate that the result would only be a few deaths
or, conversely, what if the release limits of Table 1 were not
exceeded but many more than 1,000 deaths resulted? Would either
position represent compliance with the standard?
There was no
The question of
consensus on the answers to these questions.
whether the standard was a release standard versus a health effects
standard was also an issue.
Mr. Larson, ACNW staff, noted the following:
1.

Representatives from the Environmental Evaluation Group, New
Mexico, pointed out that the surface that could be intruded
upon at the WIPP site was 10 to 15 times greater than that at
the Yucca Mountain site and that human intrusion will not be
a greater problem at Yucca Mountain than any other problem

2.

Japan has shifted its major reliance to an engineered barrier
system, as opposed to a geologic barrier system, because of
the

high

population

density

--

this

action

strengthens

Sweden's argument that a container will accomplish what is
needed
3.

A representative from the National Association of Regulatory
Utility Commissioners pointed out that the utility industry
had contributed, thus far, 8 billion dollars to the waste fund
and that 2 billion of the money will be held by the utilities
to take care of their own fuel storage capabilities if the
Federal government is not able to provide a solution

4.

Dr. Sun Park, SAIC, stated that nuclear power plant licensees
are allowed to release radionuclides in amounts that can
result in dose rates of 25 millirems a year which could result
in as many as 100 health effects in 40 years.

Ms. Charlotte Abrams, ACNW staff, shared two comments from the EPRI
Conference:
1.

Most of the criticism provided by the meeting participants was
constructive.

2.

A representative of the National Resources Defense Council
indicated that the public perception will be against changing
the carbon-14 part of the Table just because the allowable
release would be exceeded at the proposed Yucca Mountain site.

Mr. Larson and Dr. Pomeroy noted that a report of the EPRI meeting
will be distributed in November, with a follow-up meeting scheduled
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for sometime in January 1992.
Mr. Person recapped his observations of the working group relative
to the basis for the EPA Standard. Specifically, he noted that the
working group was composed of people from EPA, DOE and NRC and that
the group looked at whether the individual or collective dose was
the most significant for carbon-14 at the proposed Yucca Mountain
site.
The group ended up reaching "technical convergence" on a
statement that published data indicate that the collective dose for
carbon-14, not the individual dose, is more significant. Although
it is a gaseous release that is under consideration, the ingestion
pathway was used as the basis for the limits in Table 1. However,
the working group believes this assumption continues to be valid
because pathway analysis appear to show that the primary dose will
be attributed to food and water ingestion.
Dr. Hinze related two possibilities that the working group identified for regulating carbon-14 releases. These included applying
the Safe Water Drinking Act or National Emission Standards for
Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAP) as opposed to including the
limits in 40 CFR 191. One senior representative of EPA stated that
the original analysis for the standard had a limit of 100 deaths
per 10,000 years but was later ratcheted-up to a thousand.
Dr. Hinze reminded the Committee that a recommendation was made
during the 25th ACNW meeting, October 24-25, 1990, to have another
meeting of the Working Group on Human Intrusion and to discuss how
to fold human intrusion into performance assessment. During the
EPRI Workshop, Dr. Hinze discussed with Ms. Holly Dockery, Sandia
National Laboratory, the possibility of her making a presentation
on her work at an ACNW Working Group meeting. The Committee agreed
that a meeting of the Working Group on Human Intrusion should be
scheduled in early 1992.
Dr. Pomeroy noted that a nearly unanimous agreement was reached by
the meeting participants that 10,000 years was the appropriate time
frame for making estimates relative to population protection. Mr.
Larson pointed out that this might be due to the court remand that
states that EPA had adequately demonstrated that 10,000 years was
the appropriate number.
V.

SYSTEMS ANALYSIS APPROACH TO THE INTERIM STORAGE OF SPENT FUEL
(Open)

(Note: Ms. Charlotte Abrams was the Designated Federal Official
for this part of the meeting.]
The Committee discussed plans for responding to the request from
Chairman Selin.
They agreed that Dr. Steindler would be the
appropriate member to lead the Committee's efforts related to this

11
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charge.
Ms. Abrams suggested that the Committee examine the
materials in the meetihg notebook, especially the list of references, and notify her of any references that they believe would be
useful. In the meantime, the staff also will continue to gather
references.
Dr. Hinze suggested that the Committee also examine the early
National Academy of Sciences reports on the HLW problem and the
report on "Rethinking High-Level Waste," issued by the Board on
Radioactive Waste Management. Dr. Pomeroy requested that the staff
inquire whether DOE has ever ordered some sort of system analysis
related to HLW.
In pursuing the development of a response to Chairman Selin,
Committee members agreed that Dr. John Bartlett, DOE, and the
Chairman of the MRS Review Commission should be invited to speak to
the Committee. Dr. Moeller requested that the Committee and staff
begin compiling and prioritizing a list of questions to keep in
mind when these persons speak to the Committee.
Ms. Abrams reported that representatives of the DOE have requested
an opportunity to brief the Committee in late January on its
actions with regard to the MRS and what support DOE is providing to
the Waste Negotiator.
VI.

EXECUTIVE SESSION

(Open)

(Note: Mr. Richard K. Major was the Designated Federal Official
for this part of the meeting.]
A.

Memorandum

SECY-91-240. Security Support for NRC Meetings/Hearings
(Memorandum to James Taylor,
Executive Director for
Operations, from Raymond Fraley, Executive Director, ACNW,
dated October 1, 1991).
The members concluded that the policies and procedures
recommended in SECY-91-240, Security Support for NRC Meetings/
Hearings, appear adequate for the support of ACNW meetings.
B.

Visit to the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPPI

The Committee discussed the proposed visit to the Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant near Carlsbad, New Mexico, on November
5, 1991. Dr. Moeller noted that he will not be able to make
the visit. Discussions at the site and a tour of the facility
are planned.
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Presentation at the International High-Level Radioactive
Waste Management Conference

The Committee had no objection to Mr. Carl Daudt making a
presentation on the ttYucca Mountain Digital Database" (which
was developed under ACNW auspices) at the International HighLevel Radioactive Waste Management Conference, April 12-16,
1992, in Las Vegas, Nevada. The Committee also gave Mr. Daudt
permission to offer copies of the database to the conference
participants, upon written request.

E.

D.

ACNW Future Activities

*

The Committee agreed to add a third day to the 37th ACNW
meeting to provide adequate time to discuss a response to
Chairman Selin's question on the feasibility and benefits
of applying a systems analysis approach to reviewing the
over-all high-level waste program. The 37th ACNW meeting
will be held November 20-22, 1991.

*

The Committee agreed that another Working Group meeting
on performance assessment and human intrusion would be
useful.
The ACNW staff should plan a Working Group
meeting in January 1992.
Among the topics to be discussed will be how to address human intrusion as part of
performance assessment.

*

The Nuclear Waste Technical Review Board will meet in Las
Vegas, Nevada, on October 8-10, 1991, to discuss the
impact of thermal loading in a geological repository.
The Committee recommended that Ms. Charlotte Abrams
attend this meeting and report back to the Committee.

*

The Committee agreed to schedule the 39th ACNW meeting on
January 16-17, 1992.

Future Meeting Agenda
Appendix III summarizes the proposed items for future meetings
of the Committee and related Working Groups.
This list
includes items proposed by the Commissioners and NRC staff as
well as ACNW members.

The meeting was adjourned at 2:30 p.m.

AnDendix I
47254
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Environmental Assessment
Identification of Proposed Action

li

By application dated December 17.
1990. UK requested authorization to
decontaminate and dismantle the UK
research reactor. to dispose of its
components parts in accordance with
the proposed decommissioning plan, and
to terminate Facility License No. R-78.
The University of Kansas research
reactor was shut down in June 1984. and
has not operated since then. Following
reactor shutdown, the fuel was removed
from the core and shipped to a
Department of Energy (DOE) Facility as
directed by the DOE in accordance with
DOE. NRC, and Department of
*Transportation requirements.
Opportunity for hearing was afforded
by a "Notice of Proposed Issuance of
Orders Authorizing Disposition of
Component Parts and Terminating
Facility License" published in the
Federal Register on April 22,1991 (56 FR
16349). No request for a hearing or
petition for leave to intervene was filed
following notice of the proposed action.
Need for ProposedA ction
In order to prepare the property for
unrestricted access and use, the
dismantling and decontamination
activities proposed by the University of
Kansas must be accom;lished.
Environmentalimpact of the Proposed
Action
All decontamination will be
performed by trained personnel in
accordance with previously reviewed
procedures and will be overseen by
experienced health physics staff. Solid
and liquid waste will be removed from
the facility and managed In accordance
with NRC requirements. The UK staff
has calculated that the collective does
equivalent to the UK staff and public for
the project will be less than 3 personrenL
The above conclusions were based on
all proposed operations being carefully
planned and controlled, all
contaminated components being
removed, packaged, and shipped offsite.
and that radiological control procedures
will be in place that help to ensure that
releases of radioactive wastes from the
facility are within the limits of 10 CFR
part 20 and are as low as reasonably
achievable (ALARA).
Based on the review of the specific
proposed activities associated with the
dismantling and decontamination of the
University of Kansas facility, the staff
has determined that there will be no
significant Increase In the amounts of

effluents that may be released offsite,
and no significant increase in individual
or cumulative occupational or
population radiation exposure.
The staff has also determined that the
proposed activities will not result in any
significant impacts on air, water, land,
or blota In the area.
Alternative Use of Resources
The only alternative to the proposed
dismantling and decontamination
activities Is to maintain possession of
the reactor. This approach would
include monitoring and reporting for the
duration of the safe storage period.
However, the University of Kansas
intends to use the area for other
academic purposes.
Agencies and PersonsConsulted
The Idaho National Engineering
Laboratory (INEL) assisted the NRC
staff in reviewing the licensee's request.
Finding of No Significant Impact
The Commission has determined not
to prepare an environmental Impact
statement for the proposed action based
upon the foregoing environmental
assessment We conclude that the
proposed action will not have a
significant effect on the quality of the
human environment
For detailed Information with respect
to this proposed action. see the
application for dismantling,
decontamination and license
termination dated December 17.1990.
and the safety Evaluation prepare by the
staff. These documents are available for
public inspection at the Commission's
Public Document Room. 2120 L Street.
NW., Washington, DC 20555.
Dated at Rockvllle. Maryland this 1oth day
of September 1991.
For the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
Richard r. Dudley.
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Notices

A. Discuss items of mutual Interest with the
Director of NRCs Office of Nuclear Material
Safety and Safeguards.
B.Discuss and prepare comments on
Regulatory Guides that implement the revised
lo CFR part 20. Standards For Protection
Against Radiation.
C. Discuss ACNW thoughts on the overall
subject of the management and disposal of
low-level radioactive wastes.
D.Discuss a systems analysis approach to
the interim storage of spent fuel.
E Discuss Committee activities, future
meeting agenda. administrative. and
organizational matters, as appropriate. Also.
discuss matters and specific Issues that were
not completed during previous meetings as
time and availability of Information permit.

Procedures for the conduct of and
participation in ACNW meetings were
published in the Federal Register on
June 6.1988 (53 FR 20699). In accordance
with these procedures. oral or written
statements may be presented by
members of the public, recordings will
be permitted only during those portions
of the meeting when a transcript Is being
kept, and questions may be asked only
by members of the Committee. Its

consultants, and staff. The office of the
ACRS is providing staff support for the
ACNW. Persons desiring to make oral

statements should notify the Executive
Director of the office of the ACRS as far
in advance as practical to that
appropriate arrangements can be made

to allow the necessary time during the
meeting for such statements. Use of still,
motion picture. and television cameras
during this meeting may be limited to
selected portions of the meeting as
determined by the ACNW Chairman.

Information regarding the time to be set
aside for this purpose may be obtained
by a prephid telephone call to the
Executive Director of the office of the
ACRS. Mr. Raymond F. Fraley
Acting DirectorNon-PowerReactors.
DeconmmissioningandEnvironmentalProject (telephone 301/492-4516), prior to the
meeting. In view of the possibility that
Directorate.DivisionofAdvonced Reactors
andSpecialProjects.Office ofNuclear
the schedule for ACNW meetings may
ReactorRagulation.
be adjusted by the Chairman as
necessary to facilitate the conduct of the
(FR Doc. 9-22350 Filed 9-171:6 :45 am]
meeting, persons planning to attend
*MLING CoDE Pfl041-1
should check with the ACRS Executive
Advisory Committee on Nuclear
Director or call the recording (30M/492Waste; Meeting
4600) for the current schedule If such
rescheduling would result In major
The Advisory Committee on Nuclear
Waste (ACNW) will hold its 35th
meeting on September 27.1991. 8:30
a.m.-5 p.m., room P-10. 7920 Norfolk
Avenue, Bethesda, MD. The entire
meeting will be open to the public.
The agenda for the subject meeting
shall be as follows:

inconvenience.
Dated: September12,1991.

John C. Hoyle,
Advisory Committee MaonagementOfficer.
1FR Doc. 91-22450 Filed 9-174:8:43 am]
aIkh CODE nC7541-U
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SCHEDULE AND OUTLINE FOR DISCUSSION
35TH ACNW MEETING
SEPTEMBER 27, 1991

FridaV. September 27
Bethesda. Maryland
1)

2)

t0'o:
S.46I4

K:45 a.m.

30
-

I-e-f

3)

9

8:30 -

10:G-0 a.m.

-

1991.

P-110.

7920

Norfolk Avenue.

Opening Remarks by ACNW Chairman (Open)
1.1) Opening Remarks (DWM/RKM)
1.2) Items of Current Interest (DWM/RKM)
ACNW Thoughts on the Overall Subject
of the Management and Disposal of
Low-Level Radioactive Waste (Open)
(DWM/HJL)
2.1) The Committee will develop a review
plan on this subject
BREAK*

10:>5 a.m.

II: O
30
10:X5 - t2.rt p.m.

Room

Discuss and prepare comments on
Regulatory Guides that implement the
revised 10 CFR Part 20. Standards for
Protection Against Radiation (Open)
(DWM/GNG)
3.1) Highlights of the Work Group
Meeting
3.2) Prepare ACNW Comments

00

4)

CXa

0O

J1:.7
fl2-±-

*-

-

l:k-5 P.M.

* ** **

LUNCH

li45

1:25 - 3-v-ee p.m.

3:00 - 3:15 p.m.

The Committee will discuss a Systems
Analysis Approach to the Interim Storape
of Spent Fuel (Open) (DWM/CEA)
BREAK

= T-roinscrlbecI

podiont of Tneden&g

1:45
5)

6)

2.s5o

i--s - 4-t-e0 p.m.

4:00 -

5:00 p.m.

2- 3
&-i&O p.m.

Anticipated ACNW Activities
(Open)(DWM/RKM)
5.1) The Committee will discuss
anticipated and proposed Committee
activities, future meeting agendas,
and organizational matters as
appropriate
5.1.1) Set October Agenda
5.1.2) Anticipated Activities
through January
5.1.3) Security at ACNW Meetings
5.1.4) ACNW "Fellows" Projects
5.1.5) Other topics
Complete ACNW Reports Considered
During the Meeting (Open)
6.1) 10 CFR Part 20 Reg. Guides
(DWM/GNG)
6.2) Security at ACNW Meetings (DWM/RKM)
6.3) Others
ADJOURN

APPENDIX III:

MEETING ATTENDEES

35TH ACNW MEETING
SEPTEMBER 27, 1991
ACNW MEMBERS

1st Day

Dr. William J. Hinze
Dr. Dade W. Moeller

X

Dr. Paul W. Pomeroy

X

Dr. Martin J. Steindler

NRC STAFF
Andy Campbell
Abraham Eiss
Thomas Heavey
Maria Lopez-Otin
Edward O'Donnell
Harold Peterson

1st Day
NMSS
NMSS
OC
GPA
RES
RES

X
X
X
X
X
X

ATTENDEES FROM OTHER AGENCIES AND GENERAL PUBLIC
Mike Alissi
Kim Barrett
Larry Boesch
Sherwood Chu
Maureen Conley
Olga Hanck
Jay Maisler
David Miller
Mary Olson
Jack Parry
Raymond Wallace

Edison Electric Institute
Bechtel
Roy Weston Inc
NWTRB
Radioactive Exchange
FPL
NUMARC
Illinois Power Co
NWTRB
Geological Survey

APPENDIX IV:
36th ACNW Committee Meeting

FUTURE AGENDA

October 18, 1991 (Tentative Schedule)

Meeting with the Director of the Office of Nuclear Material Safety
and Safequards
The Committee will meet with the Director of
NMSS to discuss items of mutual interest.
Computer Modeling and Performance Assessment Capabilities
The Committee will continue discussions on the request from
Commissioner Rogers to evaluate whether the NRC staff has developed
a suitable performance assessment program and whether the NRC staff
has adequate equipment, expertise and training to conduct high- and
low-level waste disposal facility modeling.
Uncertainties in Implementing the EPA HLW Standards
The
Committee will be briefed by representatives of the HLWH staff on
their basis for establishing a probability limit for distinguishing
between unlikely and very unlikely events.
This relates to the
alternative
approach to the probabilistic section of the
containment requirements in 40 CFR Part 191.
Committee Activities - The Committee will discuss anticipated and
proposed Committee activities, future meeting agenda (including
next year's meeting
schedule),
and organizational matters
(nomination of next year's officers), as appropriate. The members
will also discuss matters and specific issues that were not
completed during previous meetings.

Working Group Meetings
NRC Staff Computer Modeling and Performance Assessment Program in
High-Level and Low-Level Waste, October 16-17, 1991, 7920 Norfolk
Avenue, Bethesda, MD (Gnugnoli) - The Working Group will formally
begin its review of the request from Commissioner Rogers to
evaluate whether the NRC staff has developed a suitable performance
assessment program and whether the NRC staff has adequate
equipment, expertise and training to conduct high- and low-level
was
disposal facility modeling.
Geologic Dating, November 19, 1991, 7920 Norfolk Avenue, Bethesda,
MD (Abrams)
The Working Group will discuss problems and
limitations of various Quaternary dating methods that are proposed
for use in the assessment of volcanic features for site
characterization of a high-level waste repository at Yucca
Mountain.
Seismic and Faulting Investigations for Characterization of a HighLevel Waste Repository Site, December 17, 1991, 7920 Norfolk
Avenue, Bethesda, MD (Abrams) - The Working Group will be briefed
by representatives of DOE, State of Nevada, American Society of
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Civil Engineers, Association of Engineering Geologists, U.S.
Geologic Survey,
and Edison Electric Institute, on seismic
investigations of the Yucca Mountain HLW site.
The Impact of Long-Term Climate ChanQe in the Area of the Southern
Basin and Range, January 15, 1992, 7920 Norfolk Avenue, Bethesda,
MD (Abrams)
The Working Group will discuss the historical
evidence and the potential for climate changes in the Southern
Basin and Range and their associated impact on performance
assessment for the proposed high-level radioactive waste repository
at Yucca Mountain.
Post-Closure Monitoring, (Date to be determined), 7920 Norfolk
Avenue, Bethesda, MD (Larson)
The Working Group will discuss
post-closure monitoring requirements for an HLW repository and
other related issues.
Representatives from EPA and NRC will be
invited to brief the Committee on various aspects of post-closure
monitoring.
Residual Contamination Clean-up Criteria, (Date to be determined),
7920 Norfolk Avenue, Bethesda, MD (Gnugnoli) - The Working Group
will review the guidelines for radionuclide contamination limits
for unrestricted use of sites that are or have been under NRC
license, or were at one time, under AEC license. This effort will
be coordinated with a proposed effort by the ACRS to incorporate a
land contamination limit into the nuclear power plant safety goals.
Methods for Assessing the Presence of Natural Resources at the
Proposed HLW Repository Site, (Date to be determined), 7920 Norfolk
Avenue, Bethesda, MD (Abrams)
The Working Group will discuss
methodologies for the assessment of the potential for natural
resources at the proposed high-level waste repository site at Yucca
Mountain. The relationship between resources and the potential for
human intrusion will be emphasized.

APPENDIX V:

A.
AGENDA

DOCUMENTS RECEIVED

Documents Rdceived from Presenters and ACNW Staff
DOCUMENTS

ITEM NO.

1

Chairman's Report
1.
Items of Possible Interest to ACNW Members and
Staff, dated September 22, 1991, by Dade W. Moeller
(Official Use Only]
2.
Draft Summary of Meetings with Commissioners
Forrest J. Remick and Kenneth C. Rogers, dated
September 26, 1991
3.
Summary of Discussions with Dr. Frank Congel, dated
June 26, 1991 [Official Use Only]

3

Systems Analysis Approach to the Interim Storage of Spent Fuel
4.
Summary of Meetings on Systems Analysis Project
Assigned to the ACNW by Chairman Selin, dated
September 26, 1991 [Official Use Only]

5

Anticipated ACNW Activities
5.
Note to ACNW Members from Charlotte Abrams,
presentation
at
1992
undated,
regarding
International
High-Level
Radioactive
Waste
Management Conference, with attachment

B.
TAB

MeetinQ Notebook Contents Listed by Tab Number
CONTENTS

1

Chairman's Report
1.
Introductory Statements by ACNW Chairman for the
35th Meeting, dated September 27, 1991
2.
Items of Current Interest, undated

2

ACNW Thoughts on the Overall Subject of the Management and
Disposal of Low-Level Radioactive Waste
3.
Status Report, undated
4.
Memorandum to Richard Bangart and Bill Morris from
Dade Moeller, dated September 10, 1991, re Program
Planning (Draft #2)

D
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Memorandum to ACNW Members from Howard Larson,
dated September 3, 1991, re "Brainstorming" Session
of
"New or
Innovative Means
for Inhibiting
Radionuclide Releases and Migration from LLW
Disposal Facilities", with attachment

3

Meeting with the Director. Office of Nuclear Materials Safety
and Safeguards
6.
Status Report, undated
7.
Letter to John Ahearne from Milton Plesset, dated
December 10, 1991, re Waste Confidence Rulemaking Storage and Disposal of Nuclear Waste
8.
Letter to Zech from D. Moeller, dated May 3, 1989,
re Proposed Waste Confidence Decision by the Waste
Confidence Review Group
9.
Letter to Kenneth Carr from Dade Moeller, dated May
1, 1990, re Waste Confidence Decision Review
10. Transcript of briefing on Waste Confidence Review
Group's Conclusion and Recommendations, 19th ACNW
Meeting, April 26-27 1990
11. Memorandum to ACNW Members from Charlotte Abrams,
dated June 11, 1990, re Response to ACNW Letter on
the
Waste
Confidence
Decision
Review,
with
attachment letter from Taylor EDO to Dade Moeller,
dated May 25, 1990
12.
10 CFR Part 51, Consideration of Environmental
Impacts of Temporary Storage of Spent Fuel After
Cessation
of
Reactor
Operation;
and
Waste
Confidence Decision Review; Final Rules, dated
September 18, 1990
13. Memorandum to Dade Moeller from Samuel Chilk, dated
August 21, 1991 re Staff Requirements refer to:
M910725A
14. SECY-88-343, re Plan For Five-Year Review of Waste
Confidence Findings, dated December 15, 1988
15. Summary of Meetings on Systems Analysis Pr oj e ct
Assigned to the ACNW by Chairman Selin (Prepared
for Internal Committee Use Only) dated 9/17/91

4

Regulatory Guides that Implement the Revised 10 CFR Part 20.
Standards for Protection Against Radiation
16. Status Report
17. List of 10 CFR Part 20 Regulatory Guides
18. Memorandum to Dade Moeller from Kenneth Rogers,
dated April 29, 1991, re General Questions not
Addressed at the ACNW Meeting with the Commission
on March 22, 1991
19. Letter to Kenneth Roger from Dade Moeller, dated
May 30, 1991, re Review of Regulatory Guides on
Revised 10 CFR Part 20
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3

Anticipated ACNW Activities
20.
36th ACNW Meeting, October 23-24, 1991
21.
37th ACNW Meeting, November 20-21, 1991
22. 38th ACNW Meeting, December 18-19, 1991
23.
39th ACNW Meeting, January 1992
24. Other Topics
25. Working Group Meetings
26. Memorandum to Fraley from James Blaha, dated August
30, 1991 , re Proposed Agenda Items for the ACRS
and the ACNW
27. Memorandum to ACNW Members and Staff from Richard
Major, dated September 5, 1991 re Security Support
for NRC Meetings/Hearings With Attachment SECY-91240 (Prepared for Internal Committee Use)
30. Memorandum to James Taylor from Samuel Chilk, dated
August 28, 1991 re SECY-91-240 Security Support for
NRC Meetings/Hearings
31. ACNW Fellows Current Work Assignments

